Professor John Haldane: Life, God, and Other Small Topics

QndA draws pollies, priests and professors - of different faiths and traditions - to UNDA to thrash out (what should be) the hot issues of the day. It's about faith and reason in action.

QndA lets the audience ask the questions: on anything, from anyone.

QndA will have its first event of 2016 on Wednesday evening, March 23. QndA typically features a panel, although this time we are very lucky to have The University of Notre Dame Australia Visiting Professor, John Haldane, all to ourselves. John Haldane is an internationally renowned philosopher and one of the world’s foremost thinkers and public intellectuals within the Catholic tradition.

Join the live event in person with our Chair, Patrick Langrell, and follow the Twitter conversation on the night at #QndA.

RSVP essential here: www.nd.edu.au/QndA